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Alger Delta Opts-in to Low Income
Energy Assistance Program

A

has a meter on their house and a meter
t its regular board meeting on
on their garage and both are on the same
July 17, the Alger Delta
residential site the surcharge will only
Cooperative board of direcapply to one of those meters. If a member
tors voted to opt-in to Michihas a permanent residence and a seasonal
gan’s Low Income Energy Assistance
residence, the surcharge will
Fund (LIEAF). “A majority of
apply to both meters. Likewise,
Alger Delta’s board believes this
if a member has a home with
is the right thing to do for our
a meter and a business with a
members and the general finanmeter, the surcharge will apply
cial health of the cooperative,”
to both.
explains CEO Tom Harrell.
The law mandates that the
This fund was created by the
surcharge cannot exceed $1 per
Michigan Legislature and signed
meter, and the total fund caninto law by Gov. Rick Snyder on
Tom Harrell
not exceed $50 million annually.
July 1. The LIEAF legislation creGeneral Manager
On July 30, the Michigan Pubates a permanent funding mechanism to assist Michigan’s low-income fami- lic Service Commission (MPSC) notified
utilities that the surcharge is 99 cents per
lies in paying their winter heating bills.
“Electric utilities can opt-in or opt-out,” meter, and is subject to annual review and
adjustment by MPSC staff.
Harrell adds, “however, there are differThe MPSC has ordered participating
ent rules that must be followed depending
utilities to collect the surcharge beginon which option a utility chooses.” Utilining with the September billing period.
ties that opt-in are required to collect a
This means Alger Delta members will start
surcharge for each meter on their system
seeing a new line item for 99 cents on
and send it to the Michigan Public Serthe electric bills they receive after Oct. 1.
vice Commission (MPSC). The money is
It will be called “State of Michigan Low
transferred to the Department of Human
Income Energy Assistance Fund”
Services, which is responsible for using
(or similar).
the money to help low-income consum“Future editions of Country Lines
ers with their winter heating bills. Even
magazine will have information on how to
though the money is collected only from
apply for assistance from the LIEAF proelectric utilities, it is designated to pay for
gram,” Harrell adds. Alger Delta’s particiheating assistance, not electric bills. “The
pation in the program is in addition to the
Department of Human Services and the
Winter Protection Program (info to appear
MPSC are supposed to direct the heatin November-December Country Lines),
ing assistance funds back to the same
and there are separate eligibility requiregeographic areas from which they came,”
Harrell says. The MPSC and DHS are still ments and operating rules for the two programs. Alger Delta members may qualify
working out the program details, howfor either or both of the programs dependever, and Alger Delta will provide more
ing on their specific circumstances. Meminformation to its members as soon as it’s
bers can call Alger Delta at 906-428-4141
available.
While participating utilities are required to talk with a member services representative about either program and how to
to collect a surcharge for every meter on
apply for them.
their system; notwithstanding, the legislaAmong those who opposed Alger Delta’s
tion provides that consumers with more
than one meter on the same residential site participation in the program are directors
shall only pay the surcharge for one meter. Mike Nason (District 1, Big Bay) and Ron
Oberg (District 9, Hiawatha).
For example, if an Alger Delta member
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Alger Delta Sets New Leadership –

Petersen Elected Board President

T

he Alger Delta Cooperative board of the Alger Delta board for the first time in
directors elected new leaders at their June 2002 and has served as vice president,
annual reorganization meeting on secretary/treasurer, and on several commitJune 19. Gail Petersen – District 7
tees. Petersen also served as Alger
(Stonington) ascended to the top
Delta’s representative on the board
spot when she was elected Presiof directors for the Michigan
dent by her fellow board members.
Electric Cooperative Association
for eight years.
Kevin Webber – District 5 (Gourley, LaBranche, Cornell) took the
Vice President Webber also
vote for vice president and Paul
joined the board in June 2002.
Sederquist – District 6 (Nathan,
Webber recently completed a term
White Rapids) is secretary/treasurer.
as president and has served on sevGail Petersen
Every year following the cooperal of the cooperative’s standing
erative’s annual meeting, the board holds a committees.
reorganization meeting to elect leaders from
Sederquist is a veteran director with a
among its nine members. Petersen’s ascen- combined 24 years of service, including three
sion to the presidency follows 11 years of years as president and stints on all four of
service to the co-op. Petersen was seated on Alger Delta’s standing committees.

Oberg Elected to Alger Delta Board

A

lger Delta Cooperative held its third Twenty-one of the attendees are members
and final district meeting of 2013 on from District 9 and the remainder of the crowd
May 20. The District 9 (Hiawatha) was made up of the Alger Delta employees,
meeting saw three members runboard members and interested
ning for the position of director,
members from outlying districts.
During the meeting, 17 resoluincluding incumbent Dennis
Gramm and challengers Ron
tions were introduced and voted on
Oberg and Patty Trenary. Oberg
by those in attendance. Sixteen of
won the election for the District
the resolutions passed unanimously
9 board seat with 127.5 votes.
and one failed. Resolutions passed
Gramm received 81.5 votes, and
by the attendees are being taken
Ron Oberg
Trenary received 78 ballots. Oberg
under advisement by the board of
thanked the assembly for their support and directors beginning with the regular board
promised to work hard on behalf of the meeting in July. Information about the resodistrict’s members.
lutions and subsequent action by the board
Fifty-four people attended the meeting. will be published on algerdelta.com.

Why We Send
You Michigan
Country Lines

S

ure, Michigan Country Lines is full of
great articles, valuable energy-saving
tips, and—of course—delicous recipes.
But why does your electric co-op send you
this magazine?
Country Lines is the
most economical and
convenient way to
share information
with our members.
It takes the place
of many mailings
we would otherwise make to get
information to
you about our services,
director elections, member meetings,
and the staff and management decisions you
should know about as an owner of the co-op.
The magazine also carries legal notices that
would otherwise have to be placed in local
media at a substantial cost. And, sending
Country Lines to you helps the co-op fulfill
one of its basic principles—to educate and
communicate openly with its members.
The board of directors authorizes the
co-op to subscribe to Country Lines on your
behalf at a cost ranging from $4.35 per year,
paid as part of your electric bill. The current
magazine cost is 73 cents per copy—not
much more than a first-class stamp.
Country Lines is published for us, at cost,
by the Michigan Electric Cooperative Association in Okemos. As always, we value your
comments about your magazine.

Member Notice

Like homes and other businesses, farms of all types can lower
their electricity bills by turning off or reducing use of lights and
small equipment in outbuildings. Timers and sensors can help,
too. Regular cleaning, maintenance, and seasonal tune-ups help
keep larger equipment running at top efficiency.
Source: E Source

This notice of Access to Rules and Rates is
published pursuant to the rules established
by the Michigan Public Service Commission
as set forth in the Consumer Standards and
Billing Practices for Electric and Gas Residential Service, R460-2146.
As a member-customer (member) of Alger
Delta Cooperative Electric Association, please
be advised that the following information
is available to you from the cooperative,
upon request: 1.) Complete rate schedules;
2.) Clear and concise explanation of all rates
the member may be eligible to receive;
and 3.) Assistance from the cooperative in
determining the most appropriate rate for
a member when the member is eligible to
receive service under more than one rate.
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New Thermostat
Programs Itself

The new Nest Learning Thermostat was created
by Tony Fadell, Nest co-founder/CEO. The selfprogramming thermostat is part of a wave of
home automation that is creating new smart
appliances and monitoring technology that
will help homeowners reduce energy costs and
improve comfort and convenience.

Photo – Nest Labs

A

programmable thermostat is one of
the easiest energy savers you can buy.
Unfortunately, most people don’t follow through and program it to automatically
adjust the temperature when their home is
empty or full.
But this problem may have been solved
by a cool, although relatively expensive,
new energy gadget called the Nest Learning Thermostat™. This “smart” thermostat
learns from your behaviors, preferences and
surroundings to create a custom heating and
cooling schedule, keeping you comfortable
when you’re home and conserving energy
when you’re away.
“It was unacceptable to me that the device
controlling 10 percent of all energy consumed
in the U.S. hadn’t kept up with advancements
in technology and design,” says Tony Fadell,
cofounder/CEO of Nest Labs. So, his team
set out to reinvent the thermostat using the
advanced technologies, high-quality manu-

facturing and thoughtful design the iPhone
generation expects, he adds. “We hope it will
not only save money and energy, but teach
and inspire people to think more about how
they can reduce home-energy consumption.”
The U.S. Department of Energy and
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab report that
the annual energy bill for a typical singlefamily home is about $2,200, with heating
and cooling accounting for about one-half.
The programmable thermostat, developed in
the ’70s, promised to help people conserve
energy, but 89 percent of owners rarely or

never set a program.
The Nest thermostat (nest.com) addresses
this programming problem through a combination of sensors, algorithms, machine
learning and cloud computing. It programs
itself based on the temperatures you set, then
learns your personal schedule in a week and
starts automatically turning down heating
or cooling when you’re away. You can even
connect it to your home’s Wi-Fi to control
it from your laptop, smartphone or tablet.
Change the temperature, adjust your schedule, and check your energy use.
Note: For today’s models, there is caution
against using this thermostat with geothermal
heating/cooling systems, which are not programmed correctly for this type of use and actually increase energy consumption as it switches
to the auxiliary electric strip heat way too soon.

Slaying Silent Energy Killers

B

rian Sloboda, a vampire slayer, hunts
for energy killers that feed on electricity when nobody’s looking.
“We need to kill what I call the ‘energy
vampires,’” the senior program manager for
the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) says. “Look around your
house for any plug with what we call a ‘wall
wart’—those larger black boxes that are actually transformers. Those are energy killers.”
Found on the cords of devices such as cell
phone chargers and video game systems,
these big plugs eat energy all day and night.
“They consume electricity whenever they

are plugged in, whether turned on or off,”
says Sloboda. “It’s a tiny amount of electricity,
but the power’s drained for nothing.”
In some cases, he adds, the consumption
is more than just a little.
“Some video game systems from before
2010, even when they’re turned off, use
practically as much energy as when they’re
turned on,” Sloboda explains, noting the
same is true for some cable boxes and digital
video recorder units.
To combat energy vampires, he has two
recommendations: look for electronic devices
with the Energy Star® logo (equipment that’s

Adding a Breath of Fresh Air

E

nergy conservation and air quality go
hand-in-hand, but it’s often an inverse
relationship.
“As we tighten the building envelope,
problems that have been around before
now become prevalent—air quality issues,
humidity, carbon monoxide, mildew and
mold,” explains Art Thayer, energy efficiency
programs director for the Michigan Electric
Cooperative Association. “In today’s noleak construction, there’s no place for these
6 | Michigan Countr y Lines

culprits to escape, so we have to make sure
we get proper air exchanges in addition to
controlling energy leaks.”
Specialized units called energy recovery
ventilators are now available and can handle
the task perfectly. “It can be done with passive air management—basically opening
a window—but usually some mechanical
intervention is needed to take care of moisture
and air quality issues,” Thayer adds.
Air quality is a major concern, especially

certified as energy-efficient); and use smart
power strips.
“These power strips can sense a change of
voltage running through them that will stop
the flow of energy to that item or to other
related items,” he says. For example, a smart
power strip can sense when a computer is
turned off or in sleep mode and will automatically stop the flow of power to monitors,
printers and speakers.
when there have been previous leaks. Controlling moisture at the source in basement and
crawl spaces makes a big difference in mold
and mildew issues. Proper bathroom ventilation can help improve air quality and health.
While it may not be a top consideration during
a bathroom or kitchen remodel, it is a critical
improvement you’ll want installed correctly.
“Electric co-ops work to help educate
homeowners about the advantages of properly insulating and addressing air infiltration,
ventilation, and heat loss issues,” Thayer says,
“to help ensure health and safety.”

your co -op

Co-ops Are
Different

M

ichigan Country Lines magazine
comes to you because you are
a member and owner of the
local electric “cooperative” that
provides the power to your home or business. That’s why you’ll often see references to
“the cooperative difference” in these pages.
The differences between electric co-ops and
other electric utilities range from how they
refer to the people they serve—co-ops serve
“members” or “member-owners” not “customers”—to the business model itself.
For example, electric co-ops operate on a
not-for-profit basis. Revenues above operating costs, called “margins,” are returned to
members in the form of capital credits in years
when the co-op has profit above the actual
cost of providing service and maintenance
of the system for future reliability.
In the U.S., there are two other kinds of
not-for-profit electric providers: public utility
districts (PUDs) and public power districts
(PPDs). There are also two other types of
electric utilities: city-owned municipal electric
systems and profit-driven investor-owned
utilities. In every case, utilities receive financial assistance from the federal government
in some fashion. Following is a look at each.

Co-ops, PUDs, PPDs
Electric co-ops are joined by public power
districts—located exclusively in Nebraska—
and public utility districts (all in the Pacific
Northwest) as being not-for-profit. But while
co-ops choose directors/trustees from their
membership (people served by the co-op)
and are required by state law to hold annual
membership meetings, PUDs and PPDs are
local government units—similar to school
districts—and are not required to hold
annual meetings or allocate capital credits.
In addition, their directors (commissioners
in the case of PUDs) are elected on the state

Photo – iStockphoto.com

What makes electric
cooperatives different from
other types of utilities lies in
their core mission.

ballot. Candidates only need to reside within
the PPD/PUD’s boundaries to serve on a
board; they do not have to receive power
from the utility.
Federal assistance to electric co-ops comes
in the form of low-interest loans from the
Rural Utilities Service (RUS), formerly the
Rural Electrification Administration (REA).
Based on current interest rates, RUS loans
actually make money for the federal government—about $274 million in fiscal year
2012. Aside from aiding in the construction
of critical infrastructure that keeps electric
service reliable and electric rates affordable,
RUS financing remains important because
household incomes in co-op service territories run about 11 percent lower than the
national average.
Co-ops also have fewer consumers to
share the cost of providing electricity. Coops serve an average of 7.4 consumers per
mile of line, over which they collect annual
revenue of about $14,900. Nationally, electric co-ops pay $1.4 billion in state and local
taxes each year.

Municipal Electric Systems
Municipal systems are electric distribution
utilities owned by a city, borough or other
incorporated community. As public entities,
they can levy taxes, issue government bonds,
and adopt and enforce rules and regulations.
Not-for-profit municipals serve the most
consumers per mile of line, an average of 48,
and collect an average of $113,301 per mile
of line. The federal government subsidies
municipals, too—when cities or boroughs
issue tax-exempt bonds, interest paid to bond

owners is not taxed. The cost of this benefit
in 2003 (the last year data is available) was
$909 million, or $55 per consumer.

Investor-owned Utilities
Investor-owned utilities (IOUs) are governed
by and generate profits for shareholders (stock
owners) who do not necessarily live in the
utility’s service area. IOUs average 34 customers and $75,498 in revenue per mile of line.
In almost every case, IOUs charge electric
rates that include amounts for presumed
federal tax liabilities. However, available tax
breaks (investment tax credits and accelerated
depreciation) allow IOUs to retain most of
the taxes collected, a total of about $107 billion to date. At a cost to the government of
$4.6 billion in 2010, this federal subsidy to
IOUs equals about $44 per customer.

Back to the Co-op Difference
Your local electric co-op exists to provide
affordable, reliable, environmentally responsible electric power. But at the core, it’s really
about improving the quality of life in the
communities it serves. That’s the main difference—the cooperative difference.
Keep reading Country Lines to see how
electric co-ops make a difference in their
communities.
Magen Howard writes on consumer and cooperative affairs for the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, the Arlington, Va.based service organization for the nation’s 900plus consumer-owned, not-for-profit electric
cooperatives.
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Fall is Best Time to Replace
Furnace, Central Air

ith winter on the horizon, making sure your furnace is in tip-top
shape is smart. But, if your heating equipment is over 15 years old, it’s even
smarter to replace it.

cool air through your home’s ducts.
According to ENERGY STAR®, the only
way to ensure that a new air conditioner
performs at its rated efficiency is to replace
your heating system at the same time.
Installing a new central air conditioner

equipment’s lifespan. In time, an efficient
heating and cooling system pays for itself
(find qualifying equipment at michiganenergy.org).

How HVAC Rebates Work:
n Work with a local heating and cooling
contractor. Ask if they are familiar with

Energy Optimization rebates and request
New Furnace Benefits &
help in selecting a qualifying furEssentials
nace and/or air conditioner. Need
Federal	Total
Rebate	Tax
Cash
Not only are older furnaces unreli- Action
a referral? Call 877-296-4319.
		
Credit	Back
able, they waste energy. This adds
n Schedule installation before
up since heating costs represent Retrofit existing furnace. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150 $150 $300
Dec. 31, 2013. Beat winter’s bite
29 percent of your home’s annual Buy new furnace (AFUE ≥ 95%). . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150 $150 $300
and complete the project before
energy bill—more than any other Buy new central air conditioning unit. . . . . . . . $100 $300 $400
the end of this year. To claim a
category. A new energy-efficient DOUBLE UP: Buy new furnace + central air. . . . $350 $450 $800
tax credit, add Form 5665 to your
N/A
$20
furnace offers the same features and Buy programmable thermostat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20
2013 federal tax return.
functionality as standard models,
n Submit rebate application.
but uses 16 percent less energy.
without replacing the furnace may lead to Applications are available at michiganEnergy “essentials” in a new furnace sys- premature failure of the system.
energy.org. Your contractor can assist you
tem include: a variable speed, electronically
with documentation and will often submit
commutated motor (ECM); proper unit size Rebates and Tax Credits
it on your behalf.
(not too big or small); tightly sealed ducts; Alger Delta Electric Cooperative has struc- n Get rebate. Look for your rebate check
and a programmable thermostat.
tured its Energy Optimization rebates so in the mail.
they offset installation costs associated with
Double Up
energy-efficient furnaces or air conditioners. Savings for Everyone
If you have central air conditioning, do The federal government also offers 2013 tax Alger Delta Electric Co-op rewards businesses,
you know that it works hand-in-hand with credits for buying efficient heating and/or agribusinesses/farms and residents for saving
your furnace? Central air requires a blower cooling systems this year. Plus, there is the energy. View current incentives at michiganmotor—usually part of the furnace—to push benefit of ongoing energy savings over the energy.org or call 877-296-4319 for details.

up
DOUBLE

How much can you save?
Why settle for one when you can have two?
Receive a $150 Energy Optimization rebate
when you install a qualifying energy-efficient
furnace. Or, double up and get $350 when
you purchase an efficient furnace and central
air conditioner together. With double deals,
now is the time to save!

ENERGY TIP: An energy-efficient furnace
with a variable speed motor cuts energy
use by 16% per year.
ONLINE: michigan-energy.org PHONE: 877.296.4319

Energy Optimization programs and incentives are applicable to Michigan service locations only.
Other restrictions may apply. For a complete list of participating utilities, visit michigan-energy.org.
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How to Buy an Energy-Efficient Appliance

S

ome new appliances feature the Energy
electronics stores and local retailers carry
different brands and models. Dealers also
Star® logo, which means that the applisell appliances through print catalogs and
ance is significantly more energy effithe internet.
cient than the average comparable model. For
an energy-smart deal on your next appliance, n Compare the performance of differconsider the following information:
ent brands and models. Ask to see the
u Read the EnergyGuide label (required
manufacturer’s product literature. Decide
for refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers,
which features are important to you. Ask
questions about how the different modclothes washers, water heaters, and select
els operate: Are they noisy? What safety
HVAC systems).
features do they have? What about repair
u Compare the energy use of competing
histories? How much water do they use?
models.
How energy efficient are they?
u Estimate their differences in energy costs.
u Consider both purchase price and esti- n E
 stimate how much the appliance will
mated energy use when deciding which
cost to operate. The more energy an
brand and model to buy.
appliance uses, the more it will cost to run.
Consult the EnergyGuide label to comShopping Strategy
pare the energy use of different models.
The difference on your monthly electric
nS
 elect the size and style. Measure the
space the appliance will occupy to be sure
bill can be significant, especially when
your new purchase will fit. Make sure that
considered over the 10-to-20-year life of
the appliance. You could save moneyover
you’ll have enough room to open the door
the long run by choosing a model that’s
or lid fully and enough clearance for ventilation. This may help you narrow your
more energy efficient, even if the purchase
choices as you settle on the best capacity
price is higher.
and style.
nA
 sk about special energy efficiency
n Know where to shop. Appliance outlets,
offers. Ask your salesperson or local elec-

‘My Plate’ is Healthy Eating Tool

T

he USDA has a great tool to guide
and help you be mindful of eating
a balanced diet. The MyPlate tool at
ChooseMyPlate.gov helps you determine
healthy portions for meals. Following are
some easy ways to keep this healthful eating
in mind.

Make at least half your grains whole

•	Choose brown rice, barley, oats and other
whole grains for your sides and ingredients.

•	At least twice a week, make fish and seafood
the protein on your plate. Keep meat and
poultry portions lean and limit to 3 ounces
per meal.
Switch to fat-free or low-fat milk

•	These varieties have the same amount of
calcium and other essential nutrients as
whole milk, but less fat and fewer calories.
•	If you are lactose intolerant, try lactose-free
milk or a calcium-fortified soy beverage.

Make half your plate fruits & vegetables

•	Eat a variety of vegetables, especially dark
green, red and orange varieties, as well as
beans and peas.
•	When buying canned vegetables, choose
“reduced sodium” or “no salt added”
whenever possible. Rinsing whole varieties
like beans, corn and peas can also reduce
sodium levels.
•	Dried and frozen fruits and those canned in
water or their own juice are good options
when fresh varieties are unavailable.
•	Make sure every meal and snack has at
least one fruit, vegetable or both.

tric cooperative about cash rebates, lowinterest loans, or other incentive programs
in your area for energy-efficient product
purchases—and how you can qualify.
Source: Federal Trade Commission

Cut back on sodium & empty calories
from solid fats & added sugars

•	Switch to 100 percent whole-grain ((check
package ingredients for this term) breads,
cereals and crackers.
Vary your protein choices

•	Eat a variety of foods each week from the
protein food group like seafood, nuts, and
beans, as well as lean meat, poultry and eggs.
•	Eat more plant-based proteins such as
nuts, beans, whole grains, and whole soy
foods like tofu and edamame (soy beans
in the shell).

•	Drink water instead of sugary drinks like
regular sodas, fruit-flavored drinks, and
sweetened teas and coffees. Choose 100
percent fruit juice.
•	Compare sodium in foods and choose
those with the least amount.
•	Season foods with spices or herbs instead
of salt.
•	Use heart-healthy oils like olive, canola
and sunflower oil instead of butter or
shortening.
Visit eatright.org/nnm for more helpful tips,
recipes, games, promotional tools, and nutrition education resources.
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hen the crops are ready to be harvested, farmers
have only a window of time—between weather,
equipment breakdowns, and life events—to bring
the best-quality crop out of the field. This flurry of activity to
get as much work done as possible also means extra caution
should be taken to watch for safety hazards.
Overhead power lines pose one of the biggest hazards. This
is partly because we have to look up to see them, so especially
farm operators and workers are urged to:

If contact is made with a power line, it is almost always safest
to stay on the equipment. Warn others to stay away, and call
the local utility provider immediately. The only reason to exit is
if the equipment is on fire. In this case, jump off the equipment
with your feet together and without touching the ground and
vehicle at the same time. Then, still keeping your feet together,
“bunny hop” away. Also consider these additional tips:

u	Use a spotter when operating large machinery near
power lines.
u	Use care when raising augers or the bed of grain trucks
around power lines.
u	Keep equipment at least 10 feet from lines—at all times,
in all directions.
u	Inspect farm equipment heights to determine clearance.
u	Always remember to lower extensions when moving loads.
u	Never attempt to move a power line out of the way or
raise it for clearance.
u	If a power line is sagging or low, call the local utility
immediately.

p	Always hire qualified electricians for any electrical issues.
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p	Do not use metal poles when breaking up bridged grain
inside and around bins.
p	Do not use equipment with frayed cables.
p	Make sure outdoor outlets are equipped with a ground
fault circuit interrupter (GFCI).
p	When operating a portable generator, make sure
nothing is plugged into it when turning it on, and never
operate a generator in a confined area. Generators can
produce toxic, deadly gasses, such as carbon monoxide.
p	Always use caution when operating heavy machinery.
Visit SafeElectricity.org for more electrical safety tips.

YOUR CO-OP
Public Act 295: The Clean Renewable and Efficient Energy Act

2012 Annual Energy Optimization Report
Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association
MPSC Case Number U‐16678
Alger Delta has contracted with the Michigan Electric Cooperative Association (MECA)
to administer the Energy Optimization efforts in order to comply with P.A. 295. MECA
filed a 4-year Energy Optimization plan with the MPSC on Aug. 1, 2011, as required
by P.A. 295. This EO plan was approved by the MPSC on Nov. 10, 2011, and we began
implementing the plan Jan. 1, 2012. The Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation
(WECC) was selected to implement all Residential, Commercial and Industrial Programs,
and the Energy Optimization website michigan-energy.org. WECC has subcontracted
with JACO, Michigan Energy Options, Franklin Energy, Morgan Marketing Partners, and
Honeywell to assist with the implementation of the EO Programs. MECA contracted
with KEMA as the independent third party evaluation contractor for the certification
of kilowatt-hours savings.
In 2012, Alger Delta collected $149,876 through the Energy Optimization Surcharge
and spent $148,468, resulting in an over-collection of $1,408, which will be applied
towards the 2013 EO Program delivery expenses and goal achievement. Alger Delta
achieved 657.9 megawatt-hours of energy savings in 2012. The full report can be
obtained at michigan-energy.org or efile.mpsc.state.mi.us/efile.

S TAT E O F M I C H I G A N

BEFORE THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
In the matter of the Commission’s own motion, regarding the regulatory reviews,
revisions, determinations, and/or approvals necessary for Alger Delta Cooperative
Electric Association to fully comply with Public Act 295 of 2008.

Case No. U-17367
NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT
On March 15, 2013, April 2, 2013, and May 2, 2013, the Michigan Public Service Commission
(Commission) ordered Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association to file an energy
optimization plan on or before August 1, 2013, to comply with the “Clean, Renewable
and Efficient Energy Act” (2008 P.A. 295, MCL 460.1001, et seq.) in Case No. U-17367.
On July 30, 2013, Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association filed its application for
an Energy Optimization Plan with the Commission.
Any interested person may review the filed Energy Optimization Plan on the MPSC
website under Case No. U-17367 at: michigan.gov/mpscedockets and at the offices
of Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association, 426 North 9th Street, Gladstone,
Michigan or at the office of the Commission’s Executive Secretary, 4300 W. Saginaw,
Lansing, Michigan 48917, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. and
5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Written and electronic comments may be filed with the Commission and must be
received no later than 5:00 p.m. on October 6, 2013. Written comments should be sent to
the: Executive Secretary, Michigan Public Service Commission, P.O. Box 30221, Lansing,
Michigan 48909, with a copy mailed to Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association,
426 North 9th Street, Gladstone, Michigan 49837. Electronic comments may be emailed
to: mpscedockets@michigan.gov. All comments should reference Case No. U-17367.
Comments received in this matter will become public information, posted on the
Commission’s website, and subject to disclosure. Please do not include information
you wish to remain private.
The Commission will review the energy optimization plan together with any filed
comments and provide a response indicating any revisions that should be made. If the
Commission suggests revisions, Alger Delta Cooperative Electric Association will file a
revised EOP plan. A Commission order will be issued following the filing of the application.

ALGER DELTA COOPERATIVE
ELECTRIC
ASSOCIATION
See ausablecanoemarathon.org
or call 989-348-4425
for details
about the canoe marathon.
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We’re All About You.
October is National Cooperative Month! Electric cooperatives are not-for-profit utilities owned by those
who receive their services. Our philosophy is simple, and defined by the following principles.

Open Membership | Member Control | Economic Participation
Independence | Education & Training | Cooperation | Concern for Community

